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\Ve llave determined the crystal structure of demetallized concanavalin A, at a
resolution of 3.2 8, by rnolecnlar replacement using the knowd structure of native
concanavalin A. Refinement of the initial model using a, constraint-restraint
reciprocal-space least-squares procedure caused the conventional crystallographic
agreement (11) factor t,o decrcase from 0.47 to a final valne of 0.26. There are
significant, conformational changes in the metal-binding region involving residues
Asp1 B and His24, which a.re snbstantislly closer to each other than in native concanava,lin X. These residues form an internal salt bridge which does not exist
whe11 tbc metal ions arc attaclled to t’lle protein. The binding site for transit,ioltmet’alions is still intact, hut the calcium sitmeis not, since one of its two carboxylic
ligartds, 9sp I R, is unavaila.ble. Flexibility
is observed for one of the transitionmet.al ligands, Glu8, as well as for some sepnlents of tile backbone. The latter couId
account for t,be increased suscept,ibility of demctallieecl coneann\-alin ,4 to proteolysis.

1. Introduction
Concanavalin
B is a saccharide-binding
protein of the Jack bean (Sumner, 1919).
Its saccharide-binding
properties
in solution have been shown to depend on the
presence of two metal ions in the protein (Sumner & Howell, 1936; Yariv et al., 1968).
One of t’hese is bound at a site (Sl) with specificity for divalent’ metal ions having
affinity for nitrogen ligands (e.g. Mn2+, Co2+, Zn”).
Occupation of Sl by a metal
ion is attended by the formation of a second metal-binding
site (X2) with high specificity
for Ca2+ (Kalb & Levitzki,
1968; Shoham et al., 1973).
Spect,roscopic studies of concanavalin
A-metal complexes indicate that binding of
t’he Ca2 + ion at S2 leads to a rather rigid organization
of t’he transition metal-binding
site, Sl (Nicolau et al., 1969; Meirovitch
& Kalb, 1973; Barber & Carver, 1973;
Kalb & Pecht, 1973; Meirovitch
et al., 1974; Goldammer
& Zorn, 1974). Enzymic
digestibility
is found to decrease greatly on occupation of Xl ; the nabive form, with
both Xl and S2 occupied, is virtually
impregnable to proteol.flic
enzymes (Blumberg
& Tal, 1976).
The d&ails of the structural changes in the protein on succeisive occupation of the
two metal-binding
sites can be elucidated by comparisons among X-ray structures of
metal-free
concanavalin
A, its transition
metal complex, and the native protein
containing both metals. Of these, the nat,ive form has been crystallized
and its X-ray
structure
has been described in some detail (Edelman
et al., 1972; Hardman
8:
Ainsworth,
1972; Becker et al., 1975).
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In the present study, we have determined
the structure
of demetallized
concanavalin A. The crystals, which have been described elsewhere (Jack et al., 1971),
have the space group P2,22, with axial lengths a =y 84.3 A, 1) -:- 91.2 A. c --. 61.1 L$
and are related to crystals of the native form, with space group 1222. by a small
rotation of the structure about the crystallographic
y-axis. These crystals art: well
suited to such a comparative
study because they can be converted, in the solid sitate.
to crystals of the native form (1222) simply by soaking hhem for several days in a
dilute solution of Mn2 + and Ca2 + .
The unit-cell
dimensions and protein content are nearly identical
in the two
crystal forms. However, in the native crystal the asymmetric
unit is a single polypeptide subunit of M, 26,000 whereas in the demetallized
crystal it is a dimer of rlil,
52,000. The similarity
between these crystals prompted
us to use the molecularreplacement method (Rossmann, 1972) for the structure det,ermination.
X-ray studies of native concanavalin
A have identified the amino acid side-chains
which participate
in the two metal-binding
sites. The amino acids involved are included in the sequence of residues 7 to 35 from the N-terminus.
In this study: we have
focused our attention on this region, shown schematically
in Figure 1. The differenctas
which we find between the native and demetallized
proteins form the structural basis
for a mechanistic model of the interactions in solution between the two metal-binding
sites, which we have reported briefly elsewhere (Shoham et al., 1978).

2. Experimental
(a) Data collection

and

processing

Demetallized concanavalin A was prepared and crystallized as previously described
(Kalb & Levitzki, 1968; Jack et al., 1971). These crystals diffract out to a minimum spacing
of about 3 A.

P208

FIG.
1. Schematic
view of the Mn2 + and Ca2+ binding
region in native concanavalin
A (based
on co-ordinates
kindly
supplied
by Dr K. Hardman).
The open lines represent
virtual
bonds between successive
alpha-carbon
atoms of residues
7 to 36. The side-chain
ligands
are shown in
solid lines, and the co-ordination
of the metal ions in dashed lines. Water molecules
are designatecl
“W”.
Note that all the direct protein
ligands are within
the loop of residues 8 to 24.
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Intensity
measurements
were made on a Nonius CAD-3 automatic
diffractometer,
fitted
with a 40-cm helium-filled
tube between crystal and counter, and using Ni-filtered
CuKa
radiation.
Measurements
were made with an w-scan technique
(Watson et al., 1970). The
scan width was chosen wide enough to cover at least I.5 times a complete profile of each
reflection,
and the positions
of the reflections
were determined
by maximizing
the intcgrat)ed intensities
over 0.66 of the scan width.
Twice the integrated
intensity
over the
remaining
points was subtracted
as background.
An empirical
absorption
correction
was applied
as described
by North
et al. (1968).
Absorption
measurements
were made several times during the course of data collection
and, as no significant
changes were observed in absorption
curves far the same cry&al, these
were averaged. Radiation
damage and crystal misalignment
were monitored
by remeasuring 8 standard reflections
after every 100 intensity
measurements.
An empirical
correction
forI radiation
damage, based on the decay in the monitor
reflections,
was applied up to a
maximum
intensity
loss of 15%, after which the crystal was discarded.
Data were collected
from 3 crystals
in overlapping
radial shells. No significant
intensit’ies were observed beyond 3.2 A. Data from the different
crystals were scaled and merged
using common reflections
(Rollett
& Sparks, 1960). The average deviation
from the mea*,
(Zj lB’[ - IF/ I/Zlpl)
was O-052 for about 1000 structure
amplitudes
common t’o crystals
1 and 2 and 0.076 for about 500 common to crystals 2 and 3.
A chloroplatinate
derivative
of demetallized
concanavalin
A was prepared
by soaking
crystals
of the protein
in a crystallizing
medium containing
0.1 mM-K,PtCl,
for 7 days.
All 3 centric projections
of parent and derivative
crystals were recorded on 14” precassiorl
photographs
at 100 mm specimen-to-film
distance with Ni-filtered
CuKu radiation,
and
intensities
measured on an Optronics
P- 1000 microdensitometer.
Structure
amplitudes
were
de>ri\-ed with a program kindly supplied by Dr Gerson Cohen.
(b) Orientation

and translation

search

The change in the crystallographic
space group from I222 in native concanavalin
A to
P2,22, in the demetallized
form can be accounted
for by a rotation
of a rigid tetrameric
cluster of protomer
subunits
about the a-fold axis along y (Jack et al., 1971). Thus, the
dgads along the Z- and z-axes in the native form become non-crystallographic
in demetallizrd concanavalin
A, which has an asymmetric
unit composed of two protorners
related
by a local dyad, Translation
of the intact tetramer
along the y-axis is also consistent
with
tile change in space group, but translation
along or rotation
about the LC-and z-axes would
imply relative
movements
of dimers within the tetramer.
We have investigated
all these possible motions using, as a searoh model, a rigid dimer
of subunits I and II which, because of their many intermolecular
oontacts, are believed to
constitute
the stable dimer in solution
(Reeke et al., 1975). Atomic
co-ordinates
for the
search model were kindly supplied by Dr Karl Hardman
(Hardman
& Ainsworth,
1975) ;
the metal ions were not included.
The orientation
and translation
search was based on
computation
of conventional
crystallographic
agreement
(R) factors between
observed
structure
amplitudes
and those calculated
for the search model in the various possible
positions.
Investigations
were first made of movements
of the intact tetramer
by rotation
about the y-axis or translation
along it. Subsequently,
after the best position
was found
for the tetramer
(7” rotation
about the y-axis, see Results), further possible movements
of
the dimer were investigated
in berms of transla)tions
along t.he other 2 axes or combinations
of rotations
about them.
(c) Map
A portion of an initial
(2 13’4 - 1F,I )exp(icd
t*ure, rotated
7” in this
dernetallized
structure.
data to 3.2 A resolution.
map shows that following
unreliable.
To overcome
model and experimented

interpretation

and structure

re$nement

electron density map is shown in Fig. 2. The coefficients
here are
and phase of the native strtlcwhere ) F,I an d 0~~are the amplitude
cell, and lPOl are the observed structure
factor amplitudes
for the
The unweighted
R factor between these IF,/ and IF,/ is 0.47 for
As might be expected for such a starting model, inspection
of the
chain continuity
is difficult
and detailed interpretation
would be
this difficulty
we have refined the structure
away from the starting
with the usefulness of different
types of maps.

whore pc is the electron density at each of the R grid point,s in the nun-protjeirl portion (If thus map
(more than 1.5 .& from any protein atom). Superimposed is the initial atomic motlcl. Sotrl the
lack of chain continuity
at residues 23 to 25 and the high level of unmatched tlensit’y in ~onw
parts of the non-protein region.
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A constrained-restrained
reciprocal-space
least-squares
refinement
method (CORELS)
\vas used. This method was developed
for the refinement
of the transfer RNS structure
at
a similar resolution
(Sussman et al., 1977), and has now been adapted for protein
xvorlr
(0. Herzberp and J. L. Sussman, manuscript
in preparation).
In this procedure
each amino
acid residue is considered
to be an independent,
unit of the structure,
but is restrained
to
have a suitable spatial relationship
to neighbouring
residues in the chain. Within each llnit..
dihedral
and main-chain
bond angles, as well as the composite
temperature
factors
of
groups of atoms, may be refined.
All restraints
are implemented
by means of flexibll:
“springs”
between pairs of atoms, and by suitably
varying
the “stiffness”
of these sprirlga
it is possible to make the distances between pairs of atoms as close to standard lengths as
is desired.
The strategy we used in refining the structure
(that is, minimizing
thedifferencesbetwerrI
t ho observed and calculated
structure
factors) was initially
to vary only a minimal nlunbc~r
of parameters
and gradually
to allow more to \-ary in the following
order.
( 1) Rigid-body
restraints
geometry.

movements
(rotation
and translation)
of individual
between adjacent residues in the sequence to maintain

(2) Variation

of the side-chain

dihedral

amino acids, \vitll
proper inter-residrlct

angles.

(3) Introduction
of “repulsive”
springs between non-bonded
repulsive
interaction
due to bad van der Waals’ contacts.
(4) Refinement
of 2 group temperature
factors per residue,
C,, C! , C’, 0) and one for the remaining
atoms.

atorns

to minimize

1 for main-chain

atoms

to&l
(K.

Tllis sequence was designed to allow the biggest movements
of large groups of atoms to
occur first. The asymmetric
unit refined consists of t.he 3612 non-hydrogen
and non-metal
atoms of the dimer, and the behaviour
of equivalent
residues in the 2 monomers provided
a check of the accuracy of the results.
The usefulness of 3 different
maps was investigated.
These were:
(1) “Chopped”
strllctnre
structure
mation is
pretation

difference
maps, with coefficients
(/B’“,I - 1F,l)exp(ia,).
The calculated
factor amplitudes
and phases excluded contributions
from the part of tile
under investigation.
These maps have the advantage
that no model inforincluded for the part of the structure
under study and so an unbiased intermay be made.

(2) A difference
map, with coefficients
(1F,, - /F,j)exp(icc,).
Tllis map will hare no
features where t’he model is correct, negative
features where atoms have been incorrectly
placed, and positive features where they have been omitted from the model.
Altllough
difficult
to interpret
in detail at this resolution,
this type of map has the
advantage
of highlighting
incorrectly
placed features or disorder. Fig. 3 shows part of
such a map where a group of atoms have been misplaced in the demetallizedstructurc.
Comparison
of this with the relatively
clean final difference
maps demonstrates
the
usefulness of the map in this regard. Analysis
of the average density around individual atomic positions in such maps allows improvement
or deterioration
in the model
during the refinement
process to be followed
semiquantitatively.
(3) A map with coefficients
(2jP0\ - /Elcl)exp(ia,),
which may be written
as F,exp(icr,)
+ 2( 1B,I - 1B’Gii,l)exp(ia,), where the 1st term represents an exact calculated
map of
t,lle current model and the 2nd a map of the difference
density between this model
and the correct structure
; the factor 2 in this term partly compensates
for the approximation involved
(Luzzati,
1953). Thus the sum of these 2 terms gives approximatel)
tho electron density of the correct structure.

3. Results
(a) Orientation
Figure

4 shows

of the dimeric

the behaviour

asymmetric

and translation

of the standard

unit about the y-axis.

R factor

search

as a function
of the rotation
Based on these results, the rotat’ion
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FIG.
3. A 5 X-thick portion of a difference electron densit)y map of a part of prot OILIW I, t)atitl(l <)I$
a model in which residues 18 to 32 are misplaced. The coeEcic~nts of the Fourier sulumation an>
(IF,1 - IPCl) exp(iac,). Positive
and negativo contours are shown in solid and dashed liner.
respectively,
at equal intervals of twice the standard deviation (a) of thp non-protein
region oi
the map. This map shows how easy it is to detect incorrect features in the model, anti may 1)~
compared m&h the much cleaner difference map for the final refined model, shown in Fig. 7.

angle was taken to be 7.0” & 0.1”. A systematic investigation
of ail possible combinations of rot’ations about the x- and z-axes, in 5” intervals (after 7” rotation about tht~
y-axis), showed only R factors greater than 50% for 83 strong reflections (cf. Fig. 4(a))
except near zero rotations about both axes. A further search in 1’ intervals indicat’ed
t#hat the minimum R value corresponds, in fact, to O’, 7”, nnd 0” rot,ations about’ tht,
2, y and x-axes, respectively.
A similar search involving translations along 2, 9 and z independently
for dist,anecs
of up to 6 A gave the lowest R factor for translations
of 0.0&0.2 A in all directions.
Shifts as small as 0.5 A yield an R factor 1 y0 higher than for the zero shifts.
These results are supported by the heavy-atom
co-ordinates which we found for tlui
tetrachloroplatinate
derivative
of demetallized
concanavalin
A. The two sites, which
were determined from Patterson projection maps, have co-ordinates (0.00, 0.06, 0.06)
and (0.00, -0.06, 0.06) to an accuracy of 0.01 of the axial lengths. These co-ordinates
are indistinguishable
from the heavy-atom
positions of this derivative
of native concanavalin A (Weinzierl & Kalb, 1971; Hardman et al., 1971; Quiocho et al., 1971) and
indicate that any translation
must be less than the maximum
error in the coordinates (about 1.5 A). These heavy-atom
co-ordinates are, however, not sensitive
to small rotations, and the 7” rotation about the y-axis (located at CC= 0, s := 0)
causes these positions to shift by only 0.4 A.
(b) ReJinement
Tables 1 and 2 and Figures 5 and 6 summarize the refinement steps. As we let more
parameters vary, such that the ratio of observations to parameters decreased from
2.4 to 1.9, the refinement remained reasonably well over-determined
because of the
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FIG.
4. Romtion search for a rigid dimer of native concanavalin
A in the crystal lattice of
tlemetallized
concanavalin
A. The ordinate is the agreement factor (R = 21 IF,/ - jPcj l/z:;F‘,)j,
where F, and F, represent the observed and calculated structure factors. The abscissa is t,hc
rstation angle about t,hey-axis. At rotations of 0” and f 90” the space group is actually I222 rather
than P2,22,, which causes half the reflections to vanish. Therefore, the sum of discrepancies
between F, and F, is highest at these angles. The curve is symmetrical with respect to the sign
of the rotation angle, since for any part,icular orientation
there will be 2 dimers (constituting
a
tetramer)
rotated clockwise
and, because of the space group, another 2 equivalent
dimers
rot~ated counterclockwise.
(a) For a sample of 83 strong reflections. (b) A close-up in the vicinit)
of 7.0” rot’ation, computed from data for 6300 reflections with a minimum spacing of 3.2 A.

approximately
6000 distance restraints. It should also be noted that when non-bonded
restraints were introduced
in step 10, the R factor did not increase. The average
change in phases was 45” (r.m.s. SO’), which is about the same as has been found in
other protein refinements (Watenpaugh
et al., 1973). A typical cycle, for one of the
two monomers, using 7800 reflections, varying 2000 parameters simultaneously,
wit’h
1800 atoms and 6000 distance restraints, took 100 minutes and 1000 Kbytes on an
IBM 370/168 computer. In retrospect,
we realize that the refinement
could havu
proceeded through fewer steps, but in part we were learning how to use the method.
The R factor decreased from 0.47 for the unrefined model to 0.26 at the end of
refinement. These values are for all 7800 reflections between 10 A and 3.2 8.
(c) Electron density maps
Part of the difference map calculated for the final structure is shown in Figure 7.
The paucity of features is typical of the whole map and is in sharp contrast to Figure 3,
which shows a difference map for part of the same region of the unit cell with several
incorrectly
placed residues. The electron density and refined structure
for the entire
metal-binding
regions of protomers I and II are shown in Figure 8.
The interpretability
of both (21F,I - (P,() ex p(’tee,) ma p s and “chopped”
difference
maps improved dramatically
during the refinement. This can be seen by comparing
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Cycle

Summary

7601

7801

5301

5302

5302

5302

No. of
reflections

of rejizement

3394

3394

3394

3394

3394

-

No. of
restraints

steps

4050

3!)50

33 18

331X

331X

3318

33111

3318

No. of
variables

angles

angles

angles

angles
to vary,

a~~glo~
to vnq-,

Side-chain
dihedral
angles
9, to 5, allowed
ttr vat-~-.
except
for prolirws

Side-chain
dihedral
X, ant1 S, allowed
c.xccpt for prolirws

Side-chain
dihlrdral
X, and X2 allowed
cxcrpt
for prolincs

All data 10 A to 3.2 ?I
side-chain
dihetlral
arlglc~
lccpt constant

All data 10 A 111 3.2 A
side-chain
dihedral
anglrs
kept constant.

XI1 data 10 A to 3.2 A
side-chain
dihcxlral
angles
kept constant

Side-chain
dihoclral
kept constant

Sidwchain
dihedral
kept constant

Side-chain
dihedral
lccpt constant

Data
10 a to 3.2 .& medium
and strong reflections

Comments

Group temperature-factor
refinement:
two por residue,
ono
for the backbone
atoms (N, C,,
Co, C’ and 0), and the other for
side-chain
atoms.
(For Gly, Ala
and Pro there is only one
temperature
factor.)
All the rest
of the parameters
are kept
constant

14

This cycle was computed
only for the purpose
of
establishing
the relative
flexibility
of various
groups
in t,he protein
and was not
used in calculating
f,lectron
den&y
maps
850
0
7801

Final cycle of refinement.
Structure
factors
from this
cycle arc used for computation
of final electron
density
maps
4050

5993

25.6

Rigid-body
motion
of
individual
amino acids, linkwl
by inter-residue
rostraints

13

7801

The number
of restraints
was slightly
reduced
after
refinement
caused some
non-bonded
atoms to move
further
apart
than a fixed
minimum
distance
40.50

5993

97.6

21.9

Rigid-body
motion
of
individual
amino acids, linkecl
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rostraints

12

7801

The number
of restraints
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reduced
aftcr
refinement
caused some
non-bonded
atoms to move
furt,her apart than a fixed
minimum
distance

4050

6028

28.2
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motion
of
individual
amino acids, linked
by inter-residue
restraints

11

7801

Side-chain
dihedral
angles
X, to X, allowed
to vary,
except for prolines.
Additional
restraints
arltlrtl
to minim&o
rcpulsivc
interactions
from bad
contacts
between
nonbonded atoms

4050
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7801

28.9

Rigid-body
motion
of
individual
amino acids, linked
by inter-residue
rest,raints
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0.04 h
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27’
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4tJL
:I”

3”
6’
3”
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(Asn131lGln132.
(%x160-Serl61,
(\‘a179-r\sp80,

(Phe213-Ile214,

(C, of Va175)

I)

protomer
I)

protomcr
I)
protomer
I)
protomer
II)

protomor

(terminal
N of Arg172,
(C, of Gly98, protorner

I)

i- Estimated
from a comparison
of co-ortiinat,rs
bptwxcn
the tw(> independently
rofinnd protonwrs.
li’<)r this comparison
some 500 backbone
atoms N, C,
and C were used. l’ht: metal-binding
wgion (ros i-35)
as well as t,ht= regions of high flcxibiiity
in an c>stri,nal loop (res 115124)
and t.hc carboxy-terminal
part
(res 235-237)
were excluded
for the purpose
of this calculation.
$ Co-ordinates
of native
ooncanavalin
A from Hardman
& Ainswort,h
(1975).
$ With t.ho aid of a computer
program
t,o superimpose
co-or<linatc*s
of lnotomcr
I1 onto tho*(s ~~f’lwoi onwr 1 in .-uch a \vav as to minimize
their corrcnponding
deviations
(Nyburg,
1974). All atoms included
in calculation.
an(l th<s onl>- bond angles \-arirtl
are within
‘: The only bond length altered
in the refinement
procrsd
iti the, prptide
linkage
hctwwn
~ucccs~i\~l~ rrsitliwa.
the peptidc
plane. Standartl
bond lengths and bond anglw
according
to Ihamond
(1974).

bond

angles in the peptitle
values:

planarity

Deviations
of the peptidr
from a standard
value7

Deviations
plant from

Deviations
from
peptide
bond

angles

:31 o

65’

45=

Deviations
of phase
of the init,ial model

4.5 A

5.0 4
2.4 x
5.0 A

Maximum

4’

1.2 PI

r.m.s.

1.0 A

Deviations
of corresponding
co-ordinates
from the initial
model (native
concanavalin
A) $

Wholo st.ructurc?
Backbone
Side-chains

Moan

structure

Deviations
of corresponding
co-ordinates
between
protomer
I and protomer
II 5

co-ordinates

0.470
0.276
0.256
0.6 A1

of the re$ned

1.1 A
1.0x
1.4 A

temp. factors
of error in final

=
:=
:

properties

2

1.0 A
0.9 A
1.2 A

R initial
R final
R group
Estimate

Some overall

TABLE
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cycle

the reciprocal-space
refinement
of deFIG. 5. Decrease
of R = 81 lF,i - lF,[ l/ZlF,l
d wing
metallized
concanavalin
A. In the first 3 cycles a partial
data set of 5300 reflections
was used.
From cycle no.4 the entire data set of 7800 reflestions
was used. The initial
R factor for the full
data set was 0.47 as indicated
by t,he dashed line. For details of each refinement
cycle ser Table 1.

t

0

I

2

I

I

4

,

/

/

6
Refinement

FIG. 6. Mean phase change of the calculated
structure
during the reciprocal-space
refinement
of demetallized
the incorporation
of the entire dat,a set.

I

8
cycle

I

I

IO

I

I

12

factors from those of the starting
model,
concanavalin
A. The dashed line indicates

Figure 2 with Figure S(a) (middle and bot’tom) which show the same portion of map
before and after refinement.
In general, both types of map are very similar, but’
occasionally the chopped difference map lacks density where there is density in the
ot’her map and the difference map is relatively clean. Therefore, (21P,I - )FCI) exp(ia,)
maps were usually used for interpretation.
In general, the polypeptide
chain can be traced reasonably well, but occasionally
there is lack of density, for example at Pro20 in protomer I, and between residues
14 and 17 and at Arg33 in protomer II. Since in the difference map these features
appear in troughs with no unmatched peaks nearby, we believe that they represent
flexible segments of the structure. On the other hand, there are some unaccounted
for extra peaks, both in the (21P01 - 1F,() exp(ia,) mapandinthe(jF,I
- IF,()exp(ia,)
difference map. Most of these are clearly outside the protein
region, but a
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possible exception is the peak situated near Se&l (WC Pigs 5; X(a) bot,tom, and X(b)
bot’tom). At an intermediate
stage of t,he interpretation
process, wo t,ried to account
for this den&y by an extended loop of residues 18 t’o 22. The difference map shown
in Figure 3 clearly indicates this preliminary
interpretat’ion
to be incorrect. We t~herefore believe this and the ot#her extra peaks may represent ions or ordered solvent.
The group temperature-factor
refinement provides a cross check on weak density>features. The temperature
factors, in fact, proved to br vcq~ sensitive t)o ally lack of
correspondence
between atomic positions and electron densit)y. BomeCmes high
temperature
factors indicated only minor imperfections
such as the ends of the sitlcchains of Ile4 (Fig. 8(b), t,op) or Ile29 (Fig. S(a), middle) lying just on t,he edge of
electron density. In other cases however they indicated what are evidently
flrxiblc
segments in the structure w-hich fall in troughs in the difference maps. As might bf
expected, most of the unusually high temperature
fact,ors were found t’o correspond
to structural features on the surface of the molecule. Particularly
high temperature,
factors were found for residues 118 to 122 in an external loop which is often found t’o
be cleaved in t,he native structure (Edelman et al.: 1972) and for tho carboxy-terminal
residues 235 to 237.
(d) The structure of the m,etal-bindiny

region. residuea 7 to 35

The folding of the backbone in both protomers is very similar to that in native
concanavalin
A, but there is a slight, yet consistent, closing up around the “metal
positions”
(see Fig. 9). The more striking conformational
differences are confined to
Asp19 and His24. which are located closer to each other than in the native form. The
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distance between the carbon atom of the Asp19 carboxyl group and either of the two
nitrogen atoms of the imidazole ring of His24 diminishes by about 1 A in both
prot,omers. This is due to changes in the positions of both Asp19 and His24. However,
t,he position of Asp19 is different in the two protomers. In protomer I, Asp19 is point’ing away from the calcium position, thus increasing the Ca-C, (Aspl9) distance from
3.5 -4 to 5.5 d, whereas in protomer II this distance is roughly the same as in native
concanavalin
A.
Some parts of the structure have unusually high temperature
factors accompanied
by weak density in the map and negative regions in the ( IF01 - lPol) exp(icc,) map,
with no unaccounted
peak nearby. We have interpreted
such features as disorder.
Examples are the side-chain of Glu8 beyond C,, which in the native form is liganded
to the transition metal, and the external side-chains in the loop of residues 11 to 23.

4. Discussion
This study has been carried out at what is considered to be an intermediate
resolution (3.2 A) and so, before proceeding to a discussion of the results, it is necessary to
consider the reliability
of an analysis made at this resolution. In fact, it has been shown
from a number of structure determinations
at about this resolution that it is quite
adequate for visualising the polypeptide
backbone and most side-chains (Matthews,
1977). Molecular replacements at intermediate
resolutions have been used successfully
to elucidate conformational
differences between similar structures in different crystal
forms (Anderson,
1975; Fehlhammer
et aZ., 1975; Moult et al., 1976; Schmid &
Herriott,
1976), and the CORELS refinement procedure, when applied to a tRNA at
2.7 b resolution, proved very effective in clarifying
a number of structural
details
(Sussman et al., 1978).
It is clear that, in the present work too, this refinement procedure has greatly improved the clarity and interpretability
of the maps (cf. Figs 2 and 8) to the point
where individual
side-chains can generally be distinguished.
Inspection of the maps
provides the best check of the reliability
of the interpretation.
Comparison of a
difference map including an incorrectly positioned length of chain (Fig. 3) with that
for t,he final structure (Fig. 7) indicates that major errors in the model would be immediatelyapparent.
The (21E”,J - IFcl) exp(ia,) maps (Fig. 8) show that nearly all
t,he atoms are positioned cent,rally within strong electron density which is well localized
so t’hat’ quite small changes in co-ordinates (No.5 A) would worsen this fit. For atoms
so situated there can be little doubt of the correctness of the model. For the few
regions where electron density and atomic positions are not so well matched the
situation is less clear. Portions of the structure in weak density also have high temperature factors and occur on the surface of the molecule or other places where
flexibility
might reasonably be expected (cf. Results, section (c)). The very few peaks
not assigned to atoms are generally much weaker than the rest of the density and outside the protein region (see Fig. 8) as might be expected for solvent or ions. Though
me cannot be certain of their interpretation
in every case the paucity and sparse
distribution
of the poorly matched regions in the maps would effectively
rule out
major misinterpretations
in our model, though the possibility
of some local errors
cannot be excluded.
The presence of two crystallographically
independent
monomers, which turn out
to have closely similar structures, also provides a useful check of our model. We have

level
inter

mracnpt
are from a neighbouring
molecule.
(a) I’rotomcr
I. (b) Protomer
II. Note the 1ligh
elation between
lack of density
hero and the corresponding
negative
dnnsity
in the differe :nce
shown in Fig. 7. See, for rsamplr,
Gln8 and I+020 in Protomer
I. We have interpreted
s
ores an reprosanting
disorder.

FIG.
9. Stereo representation
of residues 7 to 35 in demetallizetl
and nativct concanavalm
.\
viewed down the z-axis. The backbone is represented by virtual bonds between successive alpha.
carbons. Details are shown of ligands which participate
in metal binding, including the carbonyl
group of Tyrl2 and side-chains of Glu8, AsplO, Asn14, Aspl9, His24 and Ser34. The nat,ivr>
structure is the initial starting model used in the refinement, process (see text). Flexible parts ark
shown in dashed lines. (a) Protomer I (solid lines) and native (open lines). (b) Protomer I1 (soli(l
lines) and native (open lines), rot,ated by 180” t,o have roughly the samr orient,at,ion as proton1r.r I.

tried to estimate the likely error in the co-ordinates by comparing these for equivalent,
in the monomers
excluding those groups which are particularly
flexible 01’
might have different conformations
because of different intermolecular
contacts. ‘NW
r.m.s. difference in these co-ordinates is 0.6 & whereas the r.m.s. co-ordinate shift
effected by the refinement is about twice this value (Table 2).
In establishing the differences between the native and demetallized
structures WC‘
have been hindered by the current unrefined state of the structure of the former.
However, several significant comparisons do emerge. The most striking feature of thp
demetallized
structure
is the close similarity
to t,he native protein. Main-chain
differences are small (2.4 A at most), there are only a few side-chain rearrangements.
and the level of differences for the metal-binding
region is similar to that of the rest
of the structure. There is some local disorder in the backbone which may explain tb~~
greater susceptibility
of the demetallized
protein to proteolysis
(Blumberg
$ Tal.
1976). Larger differences might have been expected in view of the loss of sugar-binding
capacity upon removal of the metals (Yariv et al., 1968), even though the sugarbinding site seems to be about 10 A from the Mn2+-sibe (Brewer et nl., 1973; \‘illa1974). In the following
discussion 01
franca & Viola, 1974; Alter & Magnuson,
atoms
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differences between the structures we concentrate on one of the two protomers (I)
and comment on the differences between protomers at the end.
The Mn2+ ligands on the protein (Glu8, AsplO, Asp19 and His24) show the mostdifference. The side-chain of Glu8 becomes disordered and the distance from the
carboxyl group of Asp19 to the imidazole ring of His24 shortens substantially
(see
Fig. 9). These changes are most easily explained in terms of the changes in charge in
the region on removing the metals. For the demetallized
structure Glu8, Asp10 and
Asp19 may be expected to be negatively charged, and His24 to be positively charged
at’ the pH of crystallization
(5.0). Thus, in the demetallized
structure, charge-charge
interactions
stabilize the relationship
between AsplO, Asp19 and His24, while Glu8,
in t,he absence of an interaction
with the metal or any other stabilizing
interaction.
becomes disordered. The involvement
of Asp19 in a strong interaction
is supported
by the higher density and lower temperature
factsor of t’he side-chain of this residue
compared with its backbone (see Fig. S(a), middle, and 8(b), middle). The presence of a#
positively charged His24 is also borne out by the report of Gachelin et al., (1972) Dhat’
two protons are lost on metal-binding.
However, we cannot unequivocally
account,
for t’he second prot’on.
This rearrangement
of residues 10, 19 and 24 suggests an explanation
for the metalfree protein’s inability
to bind calcium . gspl9 is 2 A further away from the Ca-site
than in the native structure
(see Figs 9(a) and lo), substantially
worsening the
liganding situation. However, when a transition metal ion is bound in site Sl, His24
loses its positive charge, and the carboxyl groups of Asp10 and Asp19 would presumably be reoriented in accordance with the new charge distribution,
creating site
S% for Ca2 + binding. This view is supported by the report that calcium can be bound
(‘ven to the Mn-free protein at, pH 7, when the histidine would be uncharged (41tei
Pf al., 1977).
In protomer II these rearrangements
are not so pronounced (see Fig. 9(b)). However,
there are indications of possible additional backbone disorder (see residues 14 to 17 in
Fig. 8(b), top), and there is also a close contact with a neighbouring
molecule in the
region of residue 16 not present in the other protomer. We therefore believe that the
protomer 1 structure better represents t,he situation in solut’ion.
It should be notred that our results disagree with those of Becker et al. (1976), who
report an opening of the loop of residues 11 to 23 in the demetallized structure. We
can find no evidence for such a change in our maps after refinement.
In a recent
paper (Reeke et al., 1978) this group has also reported that the peptide linkage
between Ala207 and Asp208, which was assigned a cis configuration
in native concanavalin At is tram in t’he demetallized
structure, and they have suggested that this
might be related to the measurement,
from a kinetic analysis of nuclear magnetic
resonance data, of a 22 kcal mol - l energy barrier in the activation
of the demetallized
protein (Brown et al., 1977). However, careful examination
of these regions of the
structure in both protomers using difference and chopped difference maps have shown
IIS t#hat ci.s configurations
fit our electron density maps very well (Fig. 10). The tram
configurat’ions we have tried to fit to the maps have proved much less satisfactory.
The structural
reason for the inability
of demetallized
concanavalin
A to bind
saccharides is currently difficult to explain, as the sugar ligands have not been unambiguously
identified. However, residues likely t’o be involved in saccharide binding
ha’ve been suggest’ed from the location of iodine at,oms in iodinated sugar derivatives
associat,ed with concanavalin
A (Becker et al., 1976; Hardman & Ainsworth,
1976).

PIG.
10. Stereoscopic
view of a 12 a-thick
portion
of a “chopped”
cliffownc(~ t~bxtron density map
for the refined structure
of tlcmetallized
concanavalin
A in the region of protomcr
I near residues
20 through
26 as well as His205,
Pro206,
Ala207,
zlsp208,
Gly209,
Ile210
and Ala211.
The coefficients
of the Fourier
summation
are (/ P,/ - ! F,l) exp( in,) with all rwidues
but 205 through
211
of protomers
I and II included
in tho calculation
of xt~ructuro-factor
amplit,udes
and phases.
Contours
are drawn
at a level corresponding
to 2 standard
tlcviations
(0) in the whole mal’.
Superimposed
is the refined structural
model. Note that there i* no apprwiablo
electron
density
except
in the portion
of the map corresponding
to thfl 7 wsi~lrws
omittcvl
from t)hr st,ructurefactor
calculations
and that t?nis fits well x&h the superimpowd
~:iructurc
having
a cis oonfigwation for the peptide
linkago
betwren
Ala207
and .2sp2OR wntl a trows ronfiguration
for all the
others.

Among these possible saccharide ligands. the positions of t.hta hydroxpls of Tyrl2 and
TyrlOO deviate by roughly 1.5 L! from their locations in nati\:r concanavalin
A. and
the positions of carboxyl carbon atoms of Asp16 and Asp208 deviate by 1.0 A and of
carbon C, of Arg228 by 1.5 A. These differences could perhaps account) for the lack of
binding capacity for saccharides. A detailed evaluation of t,he conformational
changes
in sugar ligands w-ill however have to await the elucidation of the structure of a concanavalin A-saccharide
complex.
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